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About This Game

日本版は製作中！ 英語声音は有りかもしれない、 サークルに相談中です。

Rising Judo Star Gushiken Takahiro was two weeks away from the match that would make or break his career -- a
championship match where the winner is then signed up to be a young national athlete for Japan. He was very determined to

win, in order to fulfill his dreams of finally representing his country for a sport he loves so much.

He's prepared and ready, but that doesn’t stop him from being nervous about his upcoming battle. At the suggestion of his
friends and classmates, he goes to a shrine that is rumoured to grant any wish or prayer. He pours all the coins from his already
full coin bank into the offering box and says his prayer. After praying, he becomes dizzy and nauseous and eventually faints.

When he wakes up, he finds himself in an ancient, unfamiliar place.

While searching for a way back to his village, he stumbles upon two girl wielding swords chasing after two… foxgirls? He
questions his brain at first, but then follows them, only to be caught up in their shenanigans as well.

Who are these girls, and are they involved in Takahiro’s arrival to this new world? Will he get back to his own world and
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timeline in time for his match? Or will he be stuck there forever?
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Take a look at Toast Time here http:\/\/youtu.be\/eVuNnVbwpbU. *Updated* With more play time I have come to realize this
game is great for what it is. Didn't experience some of the bugs others have mentioned. Little hard to pass but I've gotten use to
it. I actually like the fact I can throw away the ball since I have control. Overall its playable and works for what it is. Yes this
game needs a lot of work but with more support it'll get there. Don't buy this and expect a Madden or 2K experience. If you buy
it make sure you read the description and see what the devs are planning. They know its not where we want it to be so no need to
tell them. RIght now this game has LOTS of potential but needs the support to help it develop and grow.. What a strange place i
have been. more than worth the visit. and i am more than thankful for the story that this beautiful place told me. all of these
game feel so lovecraft. and i adore it. not over bearing monsters that can not be sermounted, but more of his macabre works
(think more "the terrible old man", and "rats in the walls")

I love this type of game. this type of trip. it makes me so very happy to see, and i will love love love to see more.. Hey eveyone!

Here is a video review of what I thought of this game!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=uRjz9-9Q_xg&t=18s

I had a lot of fun and well done to the developers for making a game that took me down memory lane to a simpler time!. How
did this slip through early access? Crashes constantly. UI issues that make it seem like it's soemthing I would have played maybe
20 years ago. It's a step above casual tapping games, but it falls short of modern RTS.

I applaud the effort, but yeah you need to polish this a bit more.. I had to do a co-up with Birdy since my brain is a potato.
Well spent and I can recomend this game to anyone who wants to train their brains.
♥♥♥♥ing hell I needed it.,. I kind of liked this game, but I thought it was going to be like those awesome SNES Donkey Kong
Country cart levels and this game is not like that.
The really BAD part is that the jump is always the same, it doesn't matter if you press jump hard or soft, the cart always jumps
at the same height. If that could be changed this game would be way better.
I do recommend it, just because it's cheap and I don't think it deserved not to be recommended.. If you grew up with LucasArts
adventure games back in the day of the 286 and 386, then it is safe to say that nostalgia will have its way with you as it coerces
you to buy this game. It was refreshing to see the wonderful art updated but still stay true to the pixelated masterpiece of yore.
The coolest feature is a toggle key that transitions from the modern art to the original graphics, and can be used anytime through
out the game. So go ahead, oldschool adventurer, relive the hijinks of lifting Largo's embargo, participating in spitting contests,
and finding the map pieces to Big Whoop. I thoroughly enjoyed going back through this game (as well as the original Secret of
Monkey Island) after all these years. The jokes and humor still stand up, and I still find myself telling people, "How
appropriate.. you fight like a cow" to their puzzled faces.. Beautiful, emotional, sad Story. Very Human.
Wonderful artworks, and very very good mechanics. I enjoyed it with my xbox controller and controlling the flame while
dodjeing attacks and hitting the right points. Hmm, super satasfying :)
Played it on hard on the first playthrouh, it was challenging but manageable.. insanly difficult.. only if you like getting slapped in
the face.
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its a good game with lots of potential. Of course they could use lots of improvements and a little more challenges and adding
more equipment and more detail. Even though this game is stil in its early stages, its gradually making progress. I cant wait to
see what the future updates have in store. really buggy do not buy but if you do i suggest refunding it cause its♥♥♥♥♥♥or wait
til early access is over

recommended price 0c

thank god for steam sales. This game is an absolute blast!

I highly recommend playing with a friend or SO. My girlfriend and I have a good time, although it can get VERY difficult!.
Amazing, packed with content and cheap.

50+ levels included in the game by default (I have played none of

A level editor which is simply amazing (created at least 30 levels so far)

Good music\/art.

The level editor itself is worth much more 5.99$ (CDN), with the premade levels as an added bonus.

Do yourself a favor and buy this game.. "I was thoroughly enjoying this game until I lost a whole profile. In addition, I couldn't
access a second profile after it kept crashing at the same point. Whenever I broke the same wall (not my house btw) in the game,
it would crash.

It is a real shame that it cannot be rectified according to some sources. It appears a refund is the only answer at this stage.
Unless, anyone else might know how to fix it? I would really like to complete all of the puzzles.

It would've been a 'thumbs up' for the game. However, I'll need to give it a thumbs down as I can't access two profiles properly
now :("

That was then, I've since completed the game with a new profile without turning my computer off. An admin assisted me with
my tech query. He suggested I change the difficulty setting and have it windowed completely. It still didn't work but when I
followed those instructions with a 'new' profile and without jumping too far ahead of the game there were no problems. I'm glad
I changed the recommendation to a 'thumbs up* and a 'high five" for the admin responding so quickly. Cheers PlayWay S.A..
Needs some updates, especially the card upgrade mechanic is something I don't enjoy, makes the game very grindy and wants
you to stall the battles, but it has potential to be good. Still enjoyed it.. love this game a level up system would be awesome as
well. So far im loving this game, this the first game i ever bought on steam and im not regretting my choice one bit, the art is
fantastic and the game play engaging, and while the story is not completely original(nothing is nowadays) its still unique enough
to be entertaining.. the default scenery almost seems better quality. this clutters the city more but doesnt really add much detail.
definitley not worth paying for.. I enjoyet Dynamite Jack far more than I expected too. It was well polished, well balanced and
most importantly enjoyable. Great to see an action game that isn't a shooter too.
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